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	Red Hat Fedora 5 Unleashed, 9780672328473 (067232847X), Sams Publishing, 2006
Continuing with the tradition of offering the best and most  comprehensive coverage of Red Hat Linux on the market, Red Hat Fedora 5 Unleashed includes new and additional  material based on the latest release of Red Hat's Fedora Core Linux  distribution. Incorporating an advanced approach to presenting information about  Fedora, the book aims to provide the best and latest information that  intermediate to advanced Linux users need to know about installation,  configuration, system administration, server operations, and security.

Red Hat Fedora 5 Unleashed  thoroughly covers all of Fedora's software packages, including up-to-date  material on new applications, Web development, peripherals, and programming  languages. It also includes updated discussion of the architecture of the Linux  kernel 2.6, USB, KDE, GNOME, Broadband access issues, routing, gateways,  firewalls, disk tuning, GCC, Perl, Python, printing services (CUPS), and  security. Red Hat Linux Fedora 5 Unleashed is the  most trusted and comprehensive guide to the latest version of Fedora Linux.
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Taking your iPod touch to the Max, iOS 5 EditionApress, 2011

	Since 2001, the iPod has changed the way we listen to our music. It has allowed us to carry virtually our entire music collection around with us in a beautiful little package, and thanks to its unique scroll wheel, it has made that beautiful little package easy to navigate. Each year the iPod has evolved, getting physically smaller while its...


		

'Lets Do JavaOpen University Press, 2009

	The underlying theme of this course is that Java is a highly portable programming language and is able to run on a very wide range of platforms.





	This means that Java software may be required to run on very small scale systems with few resources, such as very limited storage or very small displays, as well as on large networks...

		

Lightwave 3D 8 Cartoon Character Creation, Volume 2: Rigging & Animation (Wordware Game and Graphics Library)Wordware Publishing, 2004
Creating characters is one of the most rewarding aspects of 3D animation.
Seeing a character that started out as a 2D concept drawing come to life
through animation is a real joy.

Ever since I can remember, I’ve been fascinated by animation. While
other kids wanted to be firemen or astronauts, my greatest dream was...




	

Agile AndroidApress, 2015

	This concise book walks you through how to get unit testing and test driven development done on Android, specifically using JUnit 4. You'll learn how to do agile development quickly and correctly, with a significant increase in development efficiency and a reduction in the number of defects.

	

	Agile practices have made...


		

The Power of Humor at the Workplace (Response Books)Sage Publications, 2007

	Humor is a powerful management tool, which, if used properly, can be extremely effective to gain attention, create rapport and make a message more memorable. This interesting book highlights the benefits of humor at the workplace and recognizes the value of humour in a variety of situations. The author has included numerous examples of the...


		

ATM & MPLS Theory & Application: Foundations of Multi-Service NetworkingMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	Why did we decide to update this book on ATM once again? Mainly, because the publisher asked us to! Seriously, though, in the fast moving telecommunications industry, a lot has happened since the publication of the last edition in 1998. In case you have been asleep, Internet-based communication is clearly the killer application for...
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